A RESEARCH ON PRESENTATION OF VIOLENCE IN SOCIAL MEDIA: OPINIONS OF FACEBOOK USERS
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“Not to commit violence is the first item of my conviction. At the same time it is also the last item of my faith.” M. Gandhi.

ABSTRACT

Element of violence which was seen almost every day in all media but in no way could be prevented is reflecting a bitter side of life. Today that we called age of information, technology rapidly improved, and thanks to this there found solutions for a lot of matters, we are unfortunately are living violence more heavy day by day. Consequently, elements of violence lived are taking part in television and computer screens, and magazine and newspaper pages. Although it is an unapproved and unwanted matter of fact, violence’s existing in life is keeping this phenomenon fresh in media’s agenda.

It is known that there executed researches and studies about in what direction violence was presented in almost all units of media organs. In this study, how violence was used on Facebook that was used especially among young ones in last ten years and had high popularity had been searched. With this aim, a focus group study had been executed in November 2013 on university students. Information that representation of violence was done over Facebook had been obtained in the study. Violence done over Facebook is conceiving alienation, polarization and hate together with itself. As a consequence, shares done through Facebook can last with very close friends’ erasing each other from their personal Facebook pages in time, and this situation is called as violence.
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INTRODUCTION

It is possible to talk about the existence of violence since the day mankind came into existence. Violence is a situation obliging an unwanted situation to be done by force and pressure. Under these circumstances constraint and fear are replacing with love. On that sense, things’ being done by using violence is meaning to impede love which was the most beautiful feeling in the world.
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Violence is a phenomenon unwanted and unaccepted by society and human being who was the tiniest member of society. Despite all negativenesses and being unrecognized, violence is again one of the first referred ways in a chaos met in society. This situation, too, is showing that violence continued as a source of shame even today that we called age of information and technology, and witnessed many improvements. Even solution ways of problems must be solved humanely and conversationally, namely with communication, it is possible to see almost in all media organs that violence was appealed with all its savagery.

If it is needed to approach the issue in the context of media and violence, it is possible to say by searching literature that there executed many studies about related subject until today. However, violence’s continuing its existence with all its velocity is also emerging new and new research topics together with its perpetuating media’s nutrition through this phenomenon. Representation of violence in media was researched in this study. Accordingly there was done a focus interview with students from Gümüşhane University in November 2015 and their opinions about “violence” were received.

**Institutional Framework and Literature Review**

Violence is a social problem that societies all over the world looked for its solution. Violence is a phenomenon that penetrating daily life, found itself a place, became a current issue, and disturbed the society. Dursun (2011: 3-4) had summarized word meaning of “violence” which could be defined as a social affair like that:

“The word violence is a word entered our language from Arabic. It has meanings like ‘constipation’, ‘hardness’, ‘strictness’. Its meaning differs from its equivalents in English and German with some differences, with this aspect. For instance, English word ‘violence’ comes from Latin words ‘violentus’ and ‘violare’. According to Wade, while the first one meaning compulsive, strong, hard, tough, expansive emphasizing ‘the style to do something’, the other, namely violare means injuring, damaging, spoiling, staining, intruding, compelling, violating, invading and emphasizes ‘the thing done’. Hence, the first thing drawing the attention in Latin roots of English use of the word is that we see that the word has two main definitions which the first one required generally the verb force and the other included violation. Violence’s meaning of force is mostly a meaning handled and analyzed by analytic tradition. Analyzing the meaning violation doesn’t enter this tradition. As we look at the old Greek equivalent of violence, its meaning in the dictionary are ‘force, power, compulsion, potency’ and its verbal cases are ‘constraining, forcing, restricting, pressurizing’. Accordingly, we can say that there existed originally the meanings force and violation in violence’s Greek equivalent. We also can say that our Arabic use of violence was closer to the meaning ‘force’, because hardness, exactness was rather a specialty existed in force. At least in Arabic, violence refers ‘the execution style’ more than ‘the thing done’. And with this it reflects the action itself. German equivalent of the term is ‘Gewalt’. German dictionary Waldenfels expresses that Gewalt was uncertain. According to it, there is a double meaning; potestas in one hand and violentia in the other one. The words next to it are ‘power, force, restricting, conflicting, compelling, and threatening’. It is also said that Gewalt was synonymous with the German word ‘walten’ and included the meaning law establishing violence.”

It is not easy to make a whole definition of violence. There isn’t just physical violence in the act of violence. Treatments including verbal and psychological
harassments and action of purposely giving harm to someone are also called “violence” (Ögel, Tan, Yılmazçetin Eke, 2006: 9).

Michaud (1991: 11), too, describe violence in a wider meaning like this: “If one or more of the sides in a mutual relationship act as giving harm directly or indirectly, commonly or individually no matter what its rate was to the others’ bodily wholeness or ritual (ethical/moralistic/spiritual) wholeness or goods and symbolical and cultural values, there is violence.” (Citer; Ayan, 2006: 198).

If it is needed to make an argument in the light of the definitions done, violence is entire of financial and personal adverse that would jeopardize the individual’s physical and spiritual health and give harm to that one.

There are various kinds of the said violence from physical to sexual, from psychological to economical. It is possible to see reflections of many violence events within society on traditional media. Together with technology’s seriously gaining acceleration today, shares over internet become the case. And together with internet’s spread a new media area is started to be talked. Mentioned new area is social media. It is instantly possible to reach many shares through social media that is one of the most demanded offtakes in the last era. It is also possible to encounter violence patterns in social media area which has a huge efficacy and usage area. Social media that is an offtake which users catch opportunity to express themselves conveniently is also efficient in spread of violence news that sometimes couldn’t resound in traditional media or restricted. After savage murder of a young girl mentioned as Özgecan event, many shares happened in social media, groups/communities were formed, there happened participations, many talks were done about the event, and agenda was set with the shares on this said offtakes. Again social media caused the event to resounded more in both the country and abroad, and all authorized ones to band together.

The thing making the concept called social media so important is its being one of the best ways to compromise with most part of followers or sharers, as being a new kind of online media. Because states of participation, openness, talk, community and connectedness are formed through social media (Myfield, 2008: 5). In this sense social media is a structure allowing users to make changes in content to form a group in an online medium by using internet based applications (Taylor, 2012: 3).

Social media idea had been improved emerging from the Web 2.0 concept. Chapman had examined the history of social media under eleven headlines in interest focused, friend focused, work focused, photograph and video based main categories. Together with World Wide Web’s (www) going public, foundation of social media had been laid (Gönenli ve Hürmeriç, 2012: 218, quoting from Chapman 2009).

Even being mostly used as a branch of social media in our language, Facebook that was actually a part of social Networks had become a rather frequently used offtake as it allow people unite, come together and form new groups as such. Accordingly, Facebook is giving opportunity to its users in loading profile information’s like user’s
name and photograph. Additionally, it is a community one can be active over internet and this community allows them to send and take messages and make online photograph changes from their main pages or special online message sections, and create communication mediums with the other users in their lists. It’s a net past of which started from 2004 and established for raising social interaction (Pempek, Yermolayeva and Calver, 2009; Social Media, 2015: 31).

Facebook founded by Mark Zuckerberg and his friends in 2004 reached a large amount of users in a short period. It is known that there was increase in number of users day by day. Facebook application at first just aimed university students to communicate each other had become widespread along almost all masses by time.

As we look at the studies done on social media and social nets under different topics, it had been understood that common point of the studies was only as literature review or additional quantitative methods. According to this, it had been understood that studies of Eyrich et al. (2008), De Choudhury et al. (2010), Kaplan and Haenlein (2010), Xiång and Gretzel (2010), Correa et al. (2010), Kietzmann et al. (2011), Fischer and Reuber (2011), Akçay (2011), Marangoz, Yeşildağ, Arikán Saltık (2012), Gönenli and Hürmeriç (2012), Yegen (2013), Dal and Dal (2014), Bulunmaz (2014), Otrar and Argın (2014), Ustakara and Türkoğlu (2015) and Göker (2015) were executed like this. In this context it had been seen that studies done as quantitative method were little or no. It had been understood that quantitative and qualitative methods were used together in Çalışır’s (2015) study. Minority of studies executed with qualitative method is another explanation for this study to be done with qualitative method.

Method
There always was human being as subject position in the foundation of socio-cultural and political changes lately lived, namely the events deeply affected all the society. So it is preferentially necessary to go down the foundation of emotion, thought and behavior models of human being as subject, and to recognize him closely. Just like that it is possible to understand to what human being responded and why, and what he thought about which issue. In this context importance of research methods directly taking human being’s personal experiences, emotions, thoughts and behaviors in focus, namely qualitative research methods is an unquestionable fact. Although classification of information obtained with qualitative research is hard, it is important in terms of its providing opportunity to gain deeper information.

While explaining qualitative research, Yıldırım and Şimşek (2004) emphasized that it was an inductive approach which was grounded on understanding and reflecting the point of views of attendants, and events and facts were described in their natural mediums. Intention by saying sensibility to the natural medium is researchers having the role of attendant, his being totalitarian, perceptions’ being revealed and research’s having a flexible structure.

To closely understand the said human being’s emotions and thoughts, concept of “violence” that closely applied for all the society and was a bleeding wound had been handled in this study. Opinions of university students about how this concept was handled in social media had been obtained through making focus group interviews.
Students from Gümüşhane University Communication Faculty Department of Public Relations and Publicity generate the sample of this study. As both day and night educations are done in related faculty, totally 8 students from 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th classes had been chosen to make focus group interview with. In order to establish an equivalence between them, a girl and a boy from each classes among daytime (normal education) and nighttime (2nd education) students had been chosen. Not to let students effect each other, we had been scrupulous for them not to know each other and choice process had been executed accordingly. Chosen students were interviewed in November 2015. Students’ thoughts about how violence was presented on Facebook had been taken in the study. Reason that the study was done especially on Facebook social net is Facebook’s providing special states like writing with more characters, loading in larger number of files and photographs than the other social networks. It is also another factor that Facebook was the most spreadly used social network among students. In this context, Facebook forms the restraint of the study.

Before starting the focus group interview, brief information about the content of the study had been given to the students attended the study. Informing the students that their names would pass in nowhere in the study, we wanted them to express their thought free during the interview. Author had taken part as moderator in the focus interview done with the students and had asked all the questions to all the students one by one. So, we had tried to take opinions of all students. Camera shooting had been done during the interview. Aim of this is not to cause a disorder in which student said what. Focus interview had lasted one hour. Information saved during the interview had been decoded by the author. Along the study names of the students had been ordered from 1 to 8 and their genders had been given together with their ages. They had been shown in related places like 1, 20, G (Girl) or 6, 20, B (Boy).

Focus group interview is generating ideas through reaching in-depth information in interview and discussion structured between a little group and the leader (Bowling, 2002). Also another definition made on this subject is that it was careful preparation process which a discussion medium individuals would freely be able to tell their thoughts (Kreuger, 1994). Kreuger (1994) had expressed that aim of focus group interview wasn’t interpretation but understanding; not to generalize but to define variety; not to introduce the attendants but to explain how they understood and perceived the situation. Making an addition to the subject of attendants, Morgan (1997) also said that focus group interviews encouraged the attendants and made them contribute the interview according to their experiences. He also told that the most important aspects of focus group interview was that it provided to prevent involuntarily attendances as it making voluntarily attendance possible.

Çokluk, Yılmaz ve Oğuz (2011) had done a detailed research about the said method in their study titled “A Qualitative Interview Method: Focus Group Interview”. As a conclusion of the research they did, they had reached a general explanation considering all the explanations. Accordingly, focus group interview (2011: 98) is used for the aim of discovering surface information. Knowledge, experience, emotion, thought, perception and attitude attendants had is important in focus group interview.
In this manner, staying away from generalizations, description of attendants’ point of view is in question in focus group interview.

**Findings and Comment**
Information obtained under this section were presented as sub-headings for relaying information more clearly.

**Personal Information:**
Personal information of the students attending the focus group interview are as presented in Table 1.

**Table 1: Personal Information of Students Attended to Focus Group Interview**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>City of Birth</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Trabzon</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Normal Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Hatay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2nd Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Adana</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Normal Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Yalova</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2nd Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Trabzon</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Normal Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>İzmir</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2nd Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Girl</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Samsun</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Normal Schooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Boy</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Bitlis/Tatvan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2nd Schooling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we look at the information given in Table 1, it is seen that there was an equivalence in sex and education type. Ages of students attended are between 19 and 24, and average age is 21. As information about the cities of birth were examined, there we see a distribution ranging almost all regions from north to south and east to west.

**Definition of Violence**
While before starting focus group interview explaining to the students the aim of the study, information that their opinions about presentation of violence in social media, especially in Facebook had been shared with them. Therefore, it had been firstly asked to them what they understood while violence was in question. It had been understood in the answers given that students were separated into two groups. Accordingly, while students in the first group explain violence as restraint, enforcement, disturbing, students in the second group talked about existence of physical and psychological violence.

*Violence definitions of students in the first group:
“Violence is an oral, silent written situation started and continued on individuals or groups from the moment that the opposite individual felt himself uncomfortable.” (6, 20, B)*
“To me violence is restraint. This can be as organization. It is a fact done in oral, written way or by suppression, especially done by organizations. It is a perception including feelings like shame and embarrassment.” (5, 23, G)

“To me, violence is to apply pressure against individual or group, and violate their rights.” (1, 20, G)

“It can be described as individual’s suffering damage materially or spiritually.” (7, 23, G)

“As far as violence is concerned, a man’s beating and grinding a woman comes to my.” (2, 19, B)

Violence definitions of students in the second group:
“It is one’s being disturbed and abused in physical, oral or silent way.” (3, 21, G)

“Violence is a process to put pressure on person or people passing through stages like oral, physical, psychological.” (8, 24, B)

“I, too, am thinking violence as physical and psychological. Physically, it is the violence a man applied to a woman or a woman to a man. The most troubled side of violence is psychological violence. This kind of violence is wholly applying pressure, humiliation and talking contemptuous.” (4, 21, B)

Actually each of the students from the first and the second group had made explanations relevant to violence’s explanation in literature. Common point of the explanations made are to densify, to enforce, damage, and annoy the opposite one. And appealing physical and psychological ways while doing these. Looking at the other side, it is possible to say that students approach violence with a more narrow point of view which Çelebi (2010: 12) indicated. Because, according to Çelebi, violence from a narrow point of view occurs as using force, giving harm, armed struggle etc. interpersonally happened.

As it is interpreted with this aspect, numerical superiority of students in the first group than the second one is drawing attention. But, as content evaluation was done, it is understood that psychological and physical violence were interlocked in violence definitions done by students in both groups. It doesn't matter if it was physical or psychological, destructive sides of violence are plenty. Yet, one gives serious harm to the body, and other to the soul. This point is remarkable as it shows why violence was an undesired situation.

As students made explanations about physical and psychological dimensions of violence, they also had been asked what they thought about economical and sexual violence. The answers accordingly given by them were classified like that:

“It's an economical violence if a woman who wouldn't gain her own production kept her pot boiling depending on her husband’s income and he cut what she had in hand.
Because woman hadn’t been able to gain her freedom. The most indecent sample to sexual violence is rape. It is woman’s being exposed to sexual assault involuntarily.” (6, 20, B)

“Today comparison is a situation in very front. With comparison people encounter situations including violence in economical meaning. Like she has, I haven’t. Ambitions and these comparisons gradually raise economical violence among people. As sexual violence is in question, at first harassment and rape events come to mind.” (5, 23, G)

“To me, economical violence is especially the situation that women and children were panhandled. Economical violence is the restriction of a woman’s working. The first thing coming to mind in sexual violence are annoyance cases.” (1, 20, G)

“Situations one encountered because of his monetary incapacity is economical violence. There is also something more than a man’s harassing a woman in sexual: As a woman Works, she is perceived very different by society. This can be included in sexual violence, too.” (3, 21, G)

“Sexual violence is the violence done against women today. Woman’s being badly called upon because of the dress, the skirt she wore is sexual violence.” (2, 19, B)

“Economical violence is one’s being unable to receive a recompense for his services. There now is no difference in man and woman in sexual violence. Turkey came so a period that we see some situations that a man stared at a man and pass a word to him. To me, a woman’s being unable to go out after 7 in the evening is also a violence.” (7, 23, G)

“Sexual violence is harassment or transgression done to a woman.” (8, 24, B)

“The word said against women that is women don’t look for jobs then there will be less inoccupation is an economical violence. And sexual violence is criticizing pregnant women’s walking in the street.” (4, 21, B)

As we look at the answers given by the students there seen an agreement especially about sexual violence. However, it is also seen that explanations about other kinds of violence also showed resemblance with the explanations in literature. As a matter of fact, results obtained in a research executed by Woman Strategies Directorate General of Prime Ministry of Republic of Turkey in 2009 had been classified like that (2009: 35-36): Situations of slapping, beating, dragging, throttling, threatening with gun or knife is physical violence. Having someone by force, forcing her or him to sexually contemptuous and injurious actions is sexual violence. Disallowing woman’s working, leaving no money for home expenses, taking woman’s money from her hand is economical violence. And outrage or use abusive language in front of others, injurious language, mobbing and patronizing is psychological violence.

Especially definitions done by students numbered 7, 4 and 2 are attracting notice among definitions students dis about economical and sexual violence. Things told by
student number 7 are different than the others. Because as sexual violence is in question, women being the subject had been at the forefront in other students’ expressions. That is to say that it is seen that a definition materialized on the fact of abuse and offense against woman was always done. Though according to sayings of student number 7, existence of a world in which attitudes, behaviors and sexual orientations changed with changing structure of world, and so men, too, could be harassed is in question. Another two definitions drawing attention to the social structure are the definitions of students’ number 2 and 4. In these definitions, it is implied that woman could be exposed to criticism and exclusion by society in many situations from her dress to her appearance. Hence, it is in question that situations like hemline etc. of a woman living especially in a society like Turkey still leaded comments in good-bad directions about that woman and evaluation of her with some adjectives. Also it is possible to make a similar comment about walk of a pregnant woman in the streets. Because this situation is unfortunately still not approved in our country that traditional values were dominate.

On the basis of sexual violence definitions done, it is possible to say that violence wasn’t independent from social structure, and traditional values were standing in front of us as a mirror of society.

As it was asked from the students if there was another explanation of violence, that explanation about the subject had come from a student:

“We can count political violence. For instance, if one cannot freely express his or her own political thought, that can be political violence. If expressed, brute force or political restraint the one exposed to after he or she expressed his or her thought is also violence. Because, one can be exposed to physical or psychological violence when he or she expresses his or her thought. Therefore, to me, it is more possible to explain this situation as political violence rather than calling it only psychological violence.” (8, 24, B)

From the point of view in this student’s answer, it is seen that his sayings corresponded to physical violence and mobbing that is psychological violence. However, it is possible to explain this student’s thoughts about the subject with the ethnical identity of the region he lived. Because information that his friends erased him from Facebook page because of his ethnical identity had been reached in his answer for another question. Accordingly, it is possible to predict that the region he lived and his ethnical identity would be able to cause him to hide his political identity. Therefore it is possible to interpret the student’s interpreting this situation as political violence is possible to be interpreted as he favors an explanation like this on the basis of trails of his life.

Time Spent on Facebook and How Much of This Time the One Encountered with Elements of Violence:
To learn how much time students spend on Facebook for a day and the amount of elements of violence they encounter during this time are also among the questions of the study. The answers to this question are as follows:

“As I am the administrator, I spend 1.5 hours a day on Facebook. Except that, there is direct violence in the things I shared on face. It isn’t a politic page, it’s a platform. There occur shares directly criticizing people along what the agenda was that day and which way it required. Because, people want that. People like violence. How more people we can polarize on that page, this enjoys them more. They like more, they enter more conflict areas. We are definitely a nation loving chaos. We love it so, we had gone so far from peace... Our life is violence and we actually are fictionalizing violence through Facebook.” (6, 20, B)

“I, too, spend approximately 2 hours on Facebook. These are of course part by part. Like 5 minutes, 10 minutes. However, I think that 15-20 minutes of this time include violence. Maybe I don’t encounter shares every day, but situation is like that: I read headlines of all the newspapers over Facebook first thing as I wake up every day. Probably there is news with the content of violence in the headlines of five of them. Therefore, I am exposed to all kinds of violence during my news journey at Facebook. I don’t share it, but I am exposed to it.” (5, 23, G)

“There is actually no certain time zone since smartphones proceeded. We continuously are on Facebook. But I spend my full one hour in Facebook. I am exposed to violence during the time period I spent in Facebook. Especially shares about femicides are in the foreground in Facebook. There is discrimination between man and woman. Nowadays there are so many shares included violence in terms of politics. So half of one hour I spent there spends with news with contents of violence.” (3, 21, G)

“I literally spend quite time in social media. Totally my 5 hours pass in Facebook. I don’t make comments; but I encounter with violence included news on main page. I am mainly exposed to contents of violence against women and political violence.” (1, 20, B)

“I spend time in Facebook in the evenings, too. I am busy daytime. I have 1-2 hours in the evenings. Between 22.00-23.00. I usually am exposed to violence against women on my main page. Like “You won’t believe your ears! They did woman that!” Circulation of this kind of news makes people curious.” (8, 23, G)

“I spend time in Facebook as long as my telephone stayed open. Violence changes according to the agenda. If it is politics then it becomes political violence, if it is violence against women it becomes a kind of violence accordingly. But, importance of the violence applied is important, too. Generally I don’t see violence contended news much if there is no a high level election or activator events like a high level Özgecan case.” (2, 19, B)
“I enter Facebook with the aim to follow the agenda. In the page, there occurs violence case about what the agenda was. Özgecan case, for instance. If there is political case then there si violence application among it.” (8, 24, B)

“I also spend my 1 hour in Facebook. There is always violence. There are news shares I did about rigged game cases. I follow politics continuously. I think that violence was related to person himself or herself in social media. For instance, I have a friend who always follows peace contended pages over Facebook. This friend recommends peace and absolutely denies violence.” (4, 21, B)

“To me, being member in certain groups wakens violence. For instance, as sports or matches is in question very heavy expressions find place in Facebook pages between the ones favoring different teams. To me, to be conservative isn' good.” (7, 23, G)

Answers the students gave are showing that they all spend time in Facebook. Information that it was possible in each hour of the day especially thanks to smart phones which were the last version of technology is also understood from the answers the students gave. All students had expressed that they were exposed to violence during the time they spent at Facebook. Students expressing that contents of violence were unavoidable had told that violence was widely used through Facebook and people were polarized in this atmosphere. Signalizing that this was done occasionally through a social event triggering masses (Özgecan Case), political issues or a football match, students had expressed that violence was densely used in Facebook. As a consequence to this, they uttered that state of being exposed to violence was unavoidable during the time spent at Facebook. Another point is to love chaos, depresions, shouting, yelling, and using slang expressions as nation. In this way, violence that was everywhere in life reflects itself with all its aspects over Facebook. This state, too, means that page owners who spent time at Facebook are exposed to violence even if they did no share of violence. As such violence takes place exactly in the very focus of life as a phenomenon penetrating all areas of life. Information obtained from here shows resemblance with the result ‘Turkish People Love Violence’ in Özer's (2010: 78) study titled “Production of News about Violence Events: Comments of Police-Courthouse Correspondents in Ankara”.

As it will be understood from expressions stated, violence presentation is often done in Facebook. It doesn't matter how much time at Facebook, 5 minutes or 5 hours, there is situation to be exposed to elements of violence in aforementioned periods of time. Within this context, it is possible to say that Facebook, too, took nourishment from violence just like traditional media. It won't even be misleading that violence’s penetration in Facebook was more as velocity and Access were in question. This situation is actually hosting a contradiction in it, too. Thus, as violence is in question, again exploitation situation is emerging mostly from it, although it was said that everyone was against violence. While this dimension of the fact finds its corrsponce in traditional media as getting rating, it shows itself as increase in the number of shares-likes-comments in social media.
Status of Sharing Violence Content in Facebook:

How students attended in focus group interview allowed violence in their own Facebook pages is also another research question that we were looking for answer. 7 of 8 students attending the interview and explained that they made violence contended shares in their personal Facebook page.

“I share posts politically constraint. As I do not find every political party's sanctions and decisions correct, I don't make shares showing that they were wrong. I share posts appropriate with my own thought in my own page, too.” (6, 20, B)

“There I made shares about Özgecan case lived recently among rape and harassment events. I went to a movement women did in Trabzon about this subject ad I shared this on my own page. Of course I also added my comments and thoughts on it.” (5, 23, G)

“I never shared before.” (1, 20, G)

“I, too, had written a few thoughts in political manner of me about the terror organization in the country.” (3, 21, G)

“I had shared Özgecan Arslan event. It was a huge dram consequently. I was shamed from my male identity that period. Because men's becoming so inquinate imposed me and I founded guilt in me. I did a self-critics, too, in this event.” (2, 19, B)

“I am actually against these kind of shares. Because as these shares are done, I think these events of violence raised more. I too made a share in Özgecan Arslan event. I added my comment in the share. I think that women had to work more to jump to a level upper than men where they feel themselves precious socially. As we look today, perception about women is already like that: Woman will stay at home, cook the food, look after her children, that's all. However we see that there are some obstructions in front of women. There are corruptions. I think that we had to do different things to change the point of view of opposite sex over us. As there are sharing, I think that sharing of events like that woman was killed there, this woman was raped here in social media raised this situation.” (7, 23, G)

“I mainly make shares about psychological and sexual violence. I write and share my own thoughts. Especially sexual harassment events touch me and there are sometimes moments that I was ashamed of my being a man.” (8, 24, B)

“I believe that media covered most of the things. For instance I don't forget the event that the miner was kicked which happened in Soma. However I saw that those images weren't shown on channels. I shared videos about this in my page. Because people know only what was shared in media or social media.” (4, 21, B)

As it will be understood from the answers the students gave, as violence is in question, they leave place in their pages especially to the reflections of violence which became a social event. Özgecan case standing out with the majority of shares done in Facebook and other social media mediums. A young girl's murder by exposing to
violence had drawn reaction from all sections of society and being widespread through social media’s use, had caused all Turkey unite on this case. Share of tracks of this case in almost all students’ Facebook pages is remarkable in terms of its showing that violence elements were used in these offtakes. However, it is again an information emerged as conclusion of the answers the students gave that they didn’t make these shares with the aim of supporting violence, but playing a part against it. It can be evaluated as outpouring of this case as boy students told that they were ashamed of their masculinity as a conclusion of this violence application against women.

Again another remarkable point among the shares of students about violence had been politic, terror and psychological shares. Telling that some events that students claimed to be politically covered could be transmitted to the masses just through social media, especially Facebook, they expressed that they share those news in their pages. It is possible to understand that from here: Students are thinking that reaching a wider target audience would be easier if it was done through Facebook. From this point of view, it is seen that students tried to create an awareness stage by sharing the subjects they wanted to announce or to draw attention to. On the basis of this evaluation, it is possible to reach another conclusion, too. That conclusion is that social media was a platform freer than traditional media and its target market covered a broader area. Thus, Facebook is the shortest way for people who wanted to become popular. On the other hand, share of violence in the medium of Facebook means reinforcing the violence. Thus, as the student with number 7 indicated, violence’s continuously being shared on Facebook makes violence got used to. This situation, too, means that violence gives birth to violence. It is extrapolated from the expression of this student that the ones who would be exposed to the shares with the subject of violence would affirm violence and they too would be able to apply violence by time. Especially share frequency of shares about femicides can be interpreted as an encouraging element for the ones committing these murders. This thought is supporting Özer’s (2010) opinion that violence shares continuously done in media by popularization of presentation of violence gives birth to a new violence.

State of Liking, Commenting and Sharing in Page the Shares Others Did:

Answers to this question asked to learn how students evaluated violence over Facebook are as follows:

“I share. I usually follow my friends and groups. I like things that come true to me. I share them if I want people to know them. These shares are usually with political content. Because politics is in every area of our life. I am a member of We Will Stop Femicides Platform. Even moments that I talked face to face happened, too. I immediately share my thoughts in the group as femicides were in question. I do my shares for letting people know that there are femicides in this country. And I try to announce these femicides in social media.” (4, 21, B)

“I make no comment. My comments are to criticize violence.” (1, 20, G)

“It can’t be said that I did much likes or shares. I especially made comments for one or two times to the persons who made shares on the subject of violence about
politics and harassment cases. And as the one feels that he or she became more sad and broken, he or she starts to give an end to this, too. Now I neither write comments nor another thing to the people. Because it comes to me like that some people had been fixed and enchanted on that opinion. Therefore, I say myself not to be tired. I prefer to be in more background because of this.” (5, 23, G)

“I am of the ones using Facebook somehow frivolously. Like, share, comment, these are fine things, but I find myself closer to its troll dimension. Actually it can cause so serious problems, but it is somehow a frivolous medium. I handle it in its sauciness dimension as I said in a mostly frivolous language, mostly in criticizing dimension even if my thoughts fit or not with friends in states like political violence, politics etc.” (6, 20, B)

“I like the shares if they are convenient with my own thought and leaning on my style. If they are against me, I never controversialize.” (1, 20, G)

“I usually don’t mess with these things. I previously had written something with political content. When you say something directly, people immediately appeal fighting, violence. Because there is a state not to show respect to others’ opinions. Therefore, I stay away.” (2, 19, B)

“I generally don’t like anything. I also don’t make comments; but when I make one, it is mostly drawn to other directions and I am misunderstood. So, I try not to involve.” (8, 23, G)

It is understood that students attended the interview behaved hesitant in like, comment and share in their own pages. As it will be understood from students’ expressions, they hold themselves back especially for escaping from polemics and misunderstandings when situations like that occur. Again it stands out that information they experienced from actions they did before were efficacious in this. It is also emerged from answers taken that they appealed this way not to sociologically strike a responsive chord among the society and go into struggle with others. It is also possible to say that occasionally state of self-restriction in respect of share, like or comment like this among youngsters caused a medium of anomy. (https://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anomi). It won’t be exaggerative to say that this situation would create a mass who avoid meddling and conclusively form a basis for passive masses.

On the other hand it is also possible to see that some of the students did these kind of shares and comments in purpose. As we looked at in which matters students who did this like and comment did these actions; it is seen that predominantly matters of politics and sexual violence loomed large. Because, a share condemning terror is standing out in Facebook page of student number 3. Student number 4 had made explanations as “I do shares about femicides.”. However it had been also seen in Facebook page of this student that there were shares with contents of Suruç, terror, politics, ethnic identity and revolt. A news about action to attend the walk arranged in Trabzon for Özgecan murder stands out in the share of student number 5. The said student had personally attended the walk, had written her comments about the matter
and had also shared its video in her page. It had been seen that student number 8 shared a quote from Charles Bukowski (“Which flower blames the other one because of coming into yellow flower? Which bird imposes a prohibition to the other one as it singed differently? People are killed because of their skins and tongues. Oh people! They who can’t find themselves, but everything…”) as a reference to oppositions, polarities, sexist expression to condemn Özgecan case in his own Facebook page. Also in Facebook page of student number 6, share of news of politics and martyrdoms stands out.

As especially expressions and also personal Facebook pages of students’ number 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 are carefully examined, a table like above is emerging. It is understood that there exposed a stand against violence rather than adoption and approval of violence in the shares of the students mentioned. It is understood that students took it as an undesirable happening when physical dimension of violence came into prominence; but when state of alienation emerged, they disapproved it. When it is evaluated like this, it is drawing attention that all sections have a voice in society, however there was a medium that violation of their rights to speak was perceived as violence. Actually, it is seen that shares and comments done were outpourings of ideas of society and results of this reflected on Facebook.

Resemblances’ and Differences about Violence’s Presentation in Traditional Media and Social Media:

What students think about if there are resemblances or differences or not between traditional media and social media about presentation of violence had been also asked in the study.

“Absolutely there are differences. Although social media is more under control, it is a free medium. Because it is not possible to strictly follow everything. But traditional media is an area that penal sanctions were directly applied. It is an area continuously supervised and past very strict reviews by an institution named RTÜK (Supreme Board of Radio and Television). Accordingly it is a place where censorship could be applied more easily in violence events. Even if there were someone who took prison sentence because of their shares or that they declared their opinions in social media, it is a place that individuals expressed their thoughts more free and open.” (6, 20, B)

“To me also, there is a huge difference. Social media is used by individuals more loud and clear and through the desired direction. Traditional media isn’t like that, there are restrictions. It is difficult to follow what everyone shared in social media and it isn’t so easy to chase this. Therefore, people can easily express their opinions. And this shows the difference in between.” (5, 23, G)

“Social media is freer than traditional media. In terms of reaching the masses social media is more ahead than traditional media. Traditional media is more formal. Social media sometimes may twist the events. Situations like that don’t come into questioning traditional media.” (3, 21, G)
“Of course, differences are clear. But I caught a resemblance like that: They publish a new news about the previous one was wrong when there happened something wrong. In social media, when you complain about an unlike situation, they immediately remove it from their pages. For instance, I had complained a thing which I didn’t like about violence. Then I controlled and saw that it had been removed. The one who made the share on Facebook immediately removes it.” (1, 20, G)

“I approach both traditional media and social media prejudiced. There are names, institutions that traditional media had relations with. Two different news agencies transmit the same news completely different to each other. Therefore I approach prejudiced and prefer not to believe without exactly knowing the case. You can share feelings as you liked, without censorship in social media. It isn't closed as there is no so big event. As I remember, President of the Republic had Twitter shut down. Censorship doesn't easily happen. But it is easier in traditional media.” (2, 19, B)

“There are many wrongs traditional media did. Because, there was a news about the marriage of two homosexual people last year. That news was so beautifully narrated and presented as if it was a very natural thing. Newspapers transmitted interviews etc. As my sister said met hat two men were married and I couldn’t give an answer, in this case I think that RTÜK too had to do something here. Because they narrated it as if it is a right thing. News says, could beautiful things like that happen in Turkey, too? This state psychologically affected me very much. Generally there done fun aimed things in social media. Besides Twitter gives you 140 characters and tells you to say your trouble with this. To me, there are wrongs traditional media and social media are both in.” (7, 23, G)

“There is such a difference in presenting violence between traditional media and social media: Traditional media tries to reflect what it desired to the society, not the things society wanted. They also transmit violence as they wanted. Individuals are freer in social media.” (8, 24, B)

“I will evaluate it as relation of inferior-superior. I see social media as lower layer and traditional one as upper layer. Lower layer is community. Upper layer shows community the messages they wanted to give. For instance, it was defended that there was no violence in Soma in some traditional media. However, as other traditional media was reviews, it revealed that there was those images. I don't agree the idea that social media was dump. Because difference of social media from upper layer is its being transparent. Being cheated in social media can be like that: For example, if there uninterested images were shared in the images about a news, then this is a cheat. Photographs about massacres in Reyhanlı, Suruç, Ankara coul be taken and shared in social media. Those places are already certain. There is Reyhanlı, Suruç. We see what traditional media want us to see in terms of violence. But we see what we wanted to see and if it is truth that we wanted to see, then we see truth in social media.” (4, 21, B)

All of the students had emphasized that there were differences between traditional media and social media; and one of them had emphasized that additionally there was a resemblance. Accordingly, students had said that control of traditional media through
RTÜK and government was strictly executed. On the other hand, stating that social media was a free platform, its control wasn't easy and its dispersion effect was quick, they had drawn attention to the difference between them. However they also had emphasized that there were resemblances at the point that as there was any complaint content could be removed in each medium. Balta Pelteoğlu (2012: 7) had explained that freedom of virtual platform that students mentioned as that social media had changed the meanings of many concepts like share, friendship, freedom, security, fame. Relationships and freedoms continued in virtual platform had caused reality to gain a new meaning.

A subject especially told is as violence was presented to us violence after supervising it. Briefly, traditional media is presenting us the images it wanted while performing the presentation of violence. As the ones making the shares were themselves, reality of violence is presented from their point of view in social media. That is to say that sharer is sharing what he or she wanted in his or her page. This state, too, triggers off the thought that social media offers the individual freedom area.

Freedom area in question is a window offered by social media to its users. Everyone has right to see and show everything through that window. It’s being an area that control was mostly attached to the person himself or herself is a feature of social media distinctive than traditional one. This feature is effective for social media to be a more preferred channel. However, on the basis of responses given above by the students, conclusion that social media was an area that violence was presented as required and so was preferred shouldn’t be amounted. On the contrary, it is known that all dimensions of violence existing in society were presented through draining before in traditional media, even were not presented most of the time. See, easiness to reach these untransmitted information through social media is important. In this manner, social media is seen as a channel which enlightened reality that wanted to be covered.

Management of Communal Perception by Violence Presented at Facebook:
It is wondered if the state emerged in the meaning individual loaded to the events with effect of the society he or she lived in was given a shape or not by Facebook. Shortly, information if Facebook create a communal perception or not had been desired to reach. Answers received about this subject are as follows.

“For instance, I can give Gezi Park case as an example. As all the world knows clearly and exactly, there was a use of disproportional force and physical violence there. Situation was occurred that people being organized through social media depending on their being affected from this violence bodily go down the streets. Violence’s being directly shared through Facebook caused people to merge bodily to the crowd. Such an influence emerged.” (6, 20, B)

“As personal shares through Facebook were widespread this much, everyone shared another information, another event, another photograph and news in Gezi Park Events, as my friend said. Everyone created a different perception. Everyone created a different perception in photograph seen, video seen, writings written and shares. To
me, communal perception is related with one sees what. Doesn’t matter what you see, who you follow, psychological violence partakes and perception forms actually in the direction where this psychological violence pushes you through.” (5, 23, G)

“As it is needed to make comment from Facebook shares, the thing directly shared in people’s perception can be the pictures shared. As there is no writing or something, one interprets as how he or she psychologically perceived.” (3, 21, G)

“To me, violence in social media affects society. Moreover, especially children are affected more from this. They see something in the site and it attracts them. Their brain don’t know what was what as they are still children. What they see in social media, they see the same in the society, too. Children mock.” (1, 20, G)

“I think that social media had huge effect on this matter. There is a thing named activity button in Facebook. So you can announce any activity you wanted them to hear to your friends around you. You can inform them its time, place, what will be done, everything. To me, social media is a huge area affording an opportunity to the people to organize. I think it has a great affect. It keeps communal perception alive.” (2, 19, B)

“Actually perception management is beautifully done through social media, especially in Facebook. They try to inoculate a person how he or she must think. For instance, I have a political opinion. I can transmit this to the opposite ones through imposing, bullying, telling that one to think as I said and with shares I continuously made. I try to hold the agenda there. I think, especially the ones who knew perception management inoculate this to the people by using images and decorating it. It is taken not to show respect the one who commented under a political opinion and the other political opinion to each other, and to hit below the belt by using bad words and saying I don’t show respect to your opinion. And they do this in comfort. These comments aren’t removed. There is setting people against each other. Somehow people start to bear each other grudge. So these shares made in Facebook foments violence and makes violence permanent. For instance, during the shares, a person you liked very much makes a share against your opinion. I know friendships ended because of this.” (7, 23, G)

“Social media groups the people. This, too, causes violence events to occur between the groups.” (8, 24, B)

“Perception is a very important thing in social media. I can say something like that: For example, my father had seen me from social media in Gezi Park Events. So his perception changed. Although he was against the vent initially, he returned defending it as he saw me there for a moment. Because I was there, he had seen me at social media, and conclusively he had trusted me and his perception had changed. On the other hand, as Gezi Park Events spread in social media, especially in Facebook, state of othering, polarization emerged. This is also a violence. So, spreading of this kind of events in Facebook encouraged violence more and more.” (4, 21, B)
Common point of the information taken from the students is that Facebook created a communal perception. Students generally made explanations through Gezi Park Events had expressed that Facebook was the means to collect people together in mentioned event. This had happened more easily especially through technical features Facebook had in announcing the activities. Result that Facebook had efficiency in presenting violence subjects and creating a perception had emerged. Also information that Facebook more increased the power of this efficacy through news, photographs, videos etc. the users shared in their pages.

Fact that Facebook gave an opportunity to make shares like numerous photographs, videos, comments at the same moment is making it efficacious in managing perceptions at the same time. Even though management of perception over masses was firstly started with traditional media, it is known that Facebook used this more effective lately. It especially has active role over masses in important social events. Things lived in Gezi Park Events that happened in our recent history and students often talked about are the most known sample to this.

A New Definition of Violence: Perception of Friend Prevention, Deleting from Friend List, Sending Negative Messages, Writing Negative Comments under the Comment in Facebook Page as Violence

While talking over Facebook and violence during the interview, we suddenly had started to talk about erasing friends from Facebook and evaluation of this as violence. Although there are different opinions in this matter, generally it influences strongly that mentioned state was perceived as violence.

“I will talk like that, now we have politics on agenda. Just 2 days past since November the 1st Elections done. I don’t think that to make political shares in Facebook page wasn’t so right. Because I think that this affected friendship. We are especially people working in government institutions. We are now students, and in an academic environment. We are friends with many academics through Facebook. But I encountered this event in the evening of October the 1st. An academic featured expressions like did you see, we have won, how beautiful there in his page in view of the result the political party he supported gained. And I saw that many comments have done under this. That academic can support that party, this is his free will. But it isn’t pretty for him to hare this in his page. He’s an academic then. And we students and many people see his page. This kind of shares bring together othering. Othering is also a violence. To make his over Facebook is to call violence. It is an advanced state of violence. This kind of shares are done mostly in Facebook. Because Facebook is enabling both video and writings, shortly many shares at the same moment. There is no word limitation. This is 140 characters in Twitter, and you have to send a photograph and then enter many pages under it to make people see. But Facebook isn’t like that and it is more comprehensive. It offers opportunities in many ways. I believe that Facebook nestled more violence especially in Gezi Park Events, harassment cases and physical assaults, politic and psychologic press. When there are our friends thinking other than us and borders are transgressed, then there occurs states to delete them from the page. For instance there have been friends I erased
over Facebook because of their political violence shares. My friend shared something. This happened once, twice, and then for the third time. Many wrong things happened. He had shared a politic event about the previous election. He can tell his opinions by his free will. But the thing he told was a theoretically wrong information. Namely, he gave wrong information to people over Facebook. He had said something included violence with his own opinions. These don't interest me. But the ones who read it will think that it was true.” (5, 23, G)

“Let me continue with my samples. I am not a conservative person. It doesn’t affect me a very conservative person to make more conservative shares. Because if we are individuals running after freedom, then we can accept this as freedom. There is no problem in declaring opinions, offering them and sharing the situations about this. But when one shares bad words against the opinion opposite to his or her, and tries to mould it in a certain way, then comes the problem. If it is needed to give an example, although I am not on the side of AK Party, it is an exact violence to regard some titles to the ones on the side of AK Party and to hare the words of Aziz Nesin that 60 percent of this country were stupids after the election. There is no declaring an opinion or a state of restricting freedom, but it is an exact violence. No matter if my opinion is really opposite to this and this go to a disturbing scale, I write neither a message nor a comment. I directly delete from friendship, extract. Social media has an exact polarizing feature. You are polarized in an environment which wasn't agree with your opinion. Even if you are in the center, you need to slide to one side. Fanaticism of one side puts you under more pressure. With this aspect, social media polarizes people.” (6, 20, B)

“I will give a so recent example now. A friend that I shared the same opinion with in November the 1st Elections we past, made a share about that party on my wall. Something like it won. I have closer friends that I knew since childhood. Although we are so good with each other, they are my friends having opinions opposite to me. These friends of mine had written silly comments about their opinions under that share. That had overrun the frame of respect. There were many people that I became bad with because of that. I erased these friends who I was very sincere with in normal life from Facebook. Because I perceived these comments done against mine as violent and deleted them.” (1, 20, G)

“I deleted no one because of this until now. Because I am very open to argue, criticize and being criticized. I didn't erase, because I argue with the opposite one within the frame of respect. However if I encounter with a case like this, then I interpret this as violence and inhibit and delete my friend from my page.” (3, 21, G)

“I deleted only one of my friends from my page because of this state until now. His labeling me in all the writings he wrote and this state’s being seen by everyone around myself put me in a tight spot. Some of the people I know called me and told something like what kind of things I entered etc. Otherwise, I show respect to the opinions of all my friends. I don't see deleting friend from page as violence. This is my decision. I don't want him in my page from now. I don't want to see things he did. To me, this isn't a violence. I don't want to see him in my page with my free will. This may be a reaction, not a violence. There is something like that over Facebook. There is
always a state of pontification in question. He says only his opinion was right. He counts no one, just his opinions, talks, doings, applications, that’s it, nothing more.” (7, 23, G)

“I live in Hatay. People from different religion, language, rage and sect live there together for years. I have many close friends with different opinions. When subject of politics opens, there be problems between me and my friends even if I like them more than my life. It turns to fight. There emerges vocal violence. There emerges psychological violence. I don’t like to reflect my opinion in social media. I make neither comment nor like. I stay away. But there was a person during November the 1st Election and he exaggerated. He was my friend. How would he look at my face again then? I make no political share on my own behalf. Because I think the others, too. Therefore I deleted my friends making a share like that recently. This is not a violence. On the contrary, the thing done by him is violence. I swept that state in order to prevent violence.” (2, 19, B)

“I erased no one; but there were many friends of mine erased me because of my thoughts and political opinion. I interpret this not as violence, but self-satisfaction of their egos.” (8, 24, B)

“I see social media as a reflection of daily life. I delete no one until now, and I didn't need to delete, too. I interpret states like comment, erase, and inhibition as psychological violence.” (4, 21, B)

As interview was made after November the 1st General Elections, that could be affective students’ giving answers like those. Because almost all of the students expressed that there happened a problem with their friends in the result of politic shares done. Students had stated that situation of having different world views creates an othering and polarization environment. Actually there also emerged a hate expression in the answers students gave. It is expressed that often bringing forward the problem lived among people who didn’t adopt the same opinion with each other over Facebook generated the concepts of othering and polarization. It is understood from the information given by students together with this concept that vocal and psychological violence elements come to the forefront through Facebook.

It is seen that hate expression was more widespread in social media, especially in Facebook. This state is also enabled by widespread use of smartphones and computers. Because by this means Access to social media becomes easy for every time and in every mediums. This state too lay the ground for spread of hate expression (Association of Alternative Informatics, 2013). Various polarization points in different zones in Turkey help hate expression to be created and distributed more easily because of idiosyncrasies of internet. Social media makes circulation of hate easy with this aspect. It is possible to see reflections of this especially in the events like Gezi Case (Hate Expressions and Hate Guilt Follow UpReport, 2013: 25).

Mentioning hate expression in the program named “Backyard” she attended, İnceoğlu (2015), too is drawing attention to tension lived in political matters. It is said
that hate expression contributed the existing politic polarization. It is emphasized that style became more and harder as the table emerged in June the 7th and November the 1st elections permanently discussed. Explaining that it became harder for people having different opinions to come together, she means that hate expression was getting higher and that brought together othering. She also is expressing that hate expression was produced as encourage violence among opponent groups on the basis of features like age, sex, social status etc.

It is possible to summarize the results obtained from the answers given by the students like that: Students are perceiving deleting their friends from their Facebook pages in the result of problem creating shares they did through Facebook with their friends having different world views as a violence. In this context, students are interpreting othering and polarization, erasing friends from the list, behaving conservative as violence. Related to this subject, especially as we look at the content of the share in personal Facebook page of student number 1 that he told above, a cartoon attracts notice. In the cartoon, there seen a behavior AK Party showed against the other party leaders after winning the election. As the student also stated, comments done under that cartoon had triggered hate expression and caused the student to erase her own close friends from her Facebook page. As it is seen realization of acts like this had emerged a new violence definition.

Facebook’s being a virtual platform could have prepared foundation for mentioned form of violence to gain currency in this channel. Thus, as people feel themselves free on Facebook, they think that they had right to say what they want as they wanted. This, too, conceives free use of both words and shares. People also can move easy in virtual freedom area offered by virtual platform as they are not face to face with each other. So they can be more offending, too. People can perform the words they can’t say or behaviors they can’t do to the one in front of them in real life, without making no bones about in Facebook which was a virtual platform. These performances is ending with the fact of deleting unwanted persons from the page, as students expressed. Together with virtual platforms enter to our lives, new definitions related to it also is coming together. Just as the situations of deleting or avoiding the person from Facebook page as mentioned above for that person’s unliked words and behaviors. This situation had added a new one to violence definitions we knew.

Last Words on Presentation of Violence in Facebook:

Taking the last words students wanted to add about presentation of violence, interview had ended. Accordingly received answers as follows:

“I, too, want to say something. People should not completely engaged with something. Every time and which opinion they have, this can be a political opinion, even a food site. They shouldn’t say words like there is a site like this, I will follow this, and this is the most beautiful site. They should think that there always could be another opinion. Elders always says, I know something other than the things you knew. We should always be open to the other opinions. We see this over obedience on Facebook. When people became obedient with something, they think that it was absolute truth. Let us attach with something no matter if it is right or wrong. We should be able to say right and wrong sides of it. I personally think that I did this.
There can be violence between the ones who don’t believe something blindfolded. This forms the violence. As if people become more patient and open minded being less obedient, then there be violence not as much as this.” (5, 23, G)

“It is needed to be open to criticism.” (3, 21, G)

“To me, one must be realistic, not imitator in cyber world.” (1, 20, G)

“People must be inquiring. For example, when people follow something in Facebook, their followers can perceive that like that page shared this, then this is true. We all know that there shared many faux news in social media. We shouldn’t say that this is written in Facebook, this is true. We must explore this also from other sites and then believe something. We should commit then.” (5, 23, G)

“I use Facebook nearly for 5 years. I think needs were increased. I look at the past shares in between. I never have shares like a so strange politic event. But I look at the things the age required and see there are something violent, people had become so conservative that they say my opinion is the one and I think that took shape according to the age. Facebook takes a huge part in this matter, it undertakes something. Something like that it set the people at odds. Facebook lays ground for violence. People should show respect to each other’s opinions, if there is no respect then there will be neither love nor friendship.” (7, 23, G)

“I overrate people depending on a certain group, a team, a religion. To me, people must be able to depend on something he thought. They must be depended blindfolded. They must be supported. But this must be done within respect and with empathy. I think like that; but must say what the one under snow thinks. Actually by speaking more careful. If the opposite one had an opposite opinion, then we must try to talk more carefully. In this respect, Facebook has great importance.” (2, 19, B)

“If I think or defend something, I always listen to the other side. Even if I don’t support, I look from points of view of both me and them. If there is a wrong in respect of me or the opposite side, then I do what was needed in a more appropriate point of view.” (3, 21, G)

“That we say the case to be obedient blindfolded, actually people should occupy with something; but they should also see their negative sides to be able to proceed. If there is only seeing the good sides and closing eyes to the bad sides, then there would be no proceeding. Otherwise there will be state to see only the good sides of self. As he or she tries to see negative sides too, and says “I had done wrong here, I won’t do the wrong thing the next time.,” then this indicates proceeding. (7, 23, G)

“Social media is a transparent medium. One sees what he or she wants to see in social media. If I want to see violence, then I see violence. If another person wants to see peace, then he or she sees peace. Violence is wholly up to the person.” (4, 21, B)

“Say no to all kinds of violence.” (8, 24, B)
Information that it was needed to get away from perceiving the freedom zone Facebook provided as an area to attack the others and to be able to normalize this had been obtained from expressions of students. It is good to believe something; however, as people believe blind folded, then there may occur problems. There should be more flexible borders. There will always be violence as polarizations, otherings stays in the shares executed through Facebook. Because these are triggering hate expression. Violence will be diminished just by sensitivity, flexibility and empathy that will be shown in these matters, and maybe it will be dissolved. Students are believing that violence could be dissolved so. They had given advices of self for ending violence by saying that it was needed to invite criticism and to keep in mind that there was a world out of ourselves and there were people who didn’t believe the values we believed.

On the basis of expressions, result that reality should be reflected on Facebook, although it was virtual platform had been obtained. Besides that, fanaticism should be receded, because it can draw people to negative emotions. It is needed for people to interiorize the knowledge that there was a World flowing out of themselves. It is possible for us to miss reality out of ourselves as we put ourselves in the center of the world. However, real life isn’t monotype, it is formed of different colors and scents. It will be possible to wander away the fact called violence as much as we accept these differences.

CONCLUSION
Facebook is the most used social interaction area in our country as it was in all over the world because of the technical features it owned. It is used wide spread especially among young ones. As Facebook is used among youngsters and has opportunities to make many shares (photograph, writing, video etc.) over the page, this study had been executed over University students.

In this context, study had been done as focus group interview with a group of 8 persons formed from students of Gümüşhane University in November 2015. During the interview, it had been tried to learn students’ thoughts in the direction how violence was presented on Facebook. So, not to miss any thought, answers given by each students had been transferred as they were.

Initially responses to what the thoughts about definition of violence were looked for in this study which aimed to research representation of violence at Facebook. In this context, it had been understood that there was a consensus about definition of violence especially in daily life. Because it had been seen that almost all students came together around the same thought. According to the information obtained, it had been determined that oppression, strain, use of force, in other words primarily physical and psychological violence came into prominence as violence was in question. But, it had been predicted that students also had information about sexual and economical violence, too. It had attracted notice that standards of judgement of society reflected on answers given as especially sexual violence was in question. As evaluated within this frame, information that reflections of violence over Facebook weren’t independent from definitions of violence accepted in general part of society. Thus, trails of daily life had been encountered as violence presentation at Facebook was evaluated.
In the end of focus group interview, information that state of being often exposed to violence that was in all areas of life in Facebook, too, had been obtained. It had been emerged that state to reach many people at the same time by the help of some features provided by Facebook have made it easy for violence and news about it to spread. Another information obtained is that Turkish people saw violence a life style and they didn't hesitate to reflect it through Facebook. The state that chaos and violence created in the said medium had a feature polarizing and othering people had emerged. Also information that these kind of violence contented shares done through Facebook encouraged hate expression had been obtained.

Students having opinions about what violence was had also done a new explanation of violence during the interview. Accordingly, students had interpreted deleting their friends who didn't have the same opinion with them from their pages through Facebook and inhibiting them as violence. This state, too, is bringing another point of view to the perception of violence in Facebook medium. Besides, Facebook is creating a communal perception medium as violence is in question. So, through reaching large number of people with the shares done in Facebook medium, an awareness about violence is also being created. The most important events students draw attention to had been Özgecan and Gezi Park Events. But also terror assaults happened in Suruç, Diyarbakır and Ankara is also among the matters that was accentuated and became the agenda by being shared on Facebook pages.

Students attending the interview had expressed that they often were exposed to violence contended shares, even they say that they usually deny to make violence contended shares in their own Facebook pages. With this aspect, Facebook offers violence opportunity to spread and reach every sections. Especially femicides and violence events that politic contents were densely used in were often shared through Facebook. Students giving some advices of self in the matter of dissolving violence in this manner had expressed that they think that violence could be dissolved just if people were careful about these things.

It had been understood that violence was an unwanted situation in this study that searched in what direction the thoughts of university students were about how violence was presented on Facebook. Facebook, too, takes an efficient role to announce this unwanted situation to the masses. While Facebook is sometimes used with the aim to bring the masses together (Özgecan and Gezi Park events), sometimes it is used as a discriminator to the people by being used in polarizing, othering style. As evaluated with this aspect, while helping violence to be told, at the same time Facebook it also causes violence. Therefore, it is possible to mention about both positive and negative uses of Facebook that was thought a more free area than traditional media.

As it is needed to briefly analyze the information obtained from the study, these results had been emerged: As definition of violence at Facebook was in question, it had been predicted that it wasn't independent from understanding of violence existing in social life. As in real life, situation to be frequently exposed to violence images also in Facebook which was a virtual platform had emerged. Thus, hate speech had gained
importance at the end of alienating, polarizing medium. This fact had leaded a new violence definition named “deleting friend” or “avoiding” on Facebook to emerge. On the other hand, becoming successful in managing perceptions, Facebook which was seen as freedom area had an integrative mission in togetherring the masses. But, it again took nourishment from violence while developing an attitude against violence. As seen, information which could be interesting had been obtained in this study which aimed to search in what direction violence’s presentation at Facebook was.

As this study was executed only over university students, it includes information obtained from their comments about their perception of violence. Therefore, it can be illusive to generalize findings and information obtained in this study as if they were all Facebook users’ perception style to violence. However, it is thought that information obtained in this study were precious in respect of offering opinion to the researchers working on this subject. It can be possible to reach new results if related subject was applied over adults, academics etc. different groups during the studies that would be done later. Especially what kind of affects this subject would have in sociological dimension can be researched.
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